Motivation: Clustering MEDLINE documents is usually conducted by the vector space model, which computes the content similarity between two documents by basically using the inner-product of their word vectors. Recently, the semantic information of MeSH (Medical Subject Headings) thesaurus is being applied to clustering MEDLINE documents by mapping documents into MeSH concept vectors to be clustered. However, current approaches of using MeSH thesaurus have two serious limitations: first, important semantic information may be lost when generating MeSH concept vectors, and second, the content information of the original text has been discarded. Methods: Our new strategy includes three key points. First, we develop a sound method for measuring the semantic similarity between two documents over the MeSH thesaurus. Second, we combine both the semantic and content similarities to generate the integrated similarity matrix between documents. Third, we apply a spectral approach to clustering documents over the integrated similarity matrix. Results: Using various 100 datasets of MEDLINE records, we conduct extensive experiments with changing alternative measures and parameters. Experimental results show that integrating the semantic and content similarities outperforms the case of using only one of the two similarities, being statistically significant. We further find the best parameter setting that is consistent over all experimental conditions conducted. We finally show a typical example of resultant clusters, confirming the effectiveness of our strategy in improving MEDLINE document clustering. Contact:
INTRODUCTION
Mining biomedical texts for knowledge discovery and hypothesis generation has become a very active field (Jensen et al., 2006) . As the largest biomedical literature database, MEDLINE indexes over 17 million citations of biomedical documents, becoming the main source of biomedical text mining (Wheeler et al., 2008) . Web-based applications, such as PubMed, have been developed * To whom correspondence should be addressed. to provide searching service over MEDLINE and other related collections. Clustering can explore the text collections without any prior knowledge, helping us to navigate and locate interesting documents (Baeza-Yates and Ribeiro-Neto, 1999) . Clustering biomedical documents has been carried out by the 'vector space model' (Salton and McGill, 1983) , where each document is deemed as a 'bag of words' and represented by a weighted vector. For instance, Lee et al. (2006) applied hierarchical clustering to grouping 15 405 vector-represented articles in the OMIM database.
In contrast to standard text documents, MEDLINE has a unique feature in which the documents have been annotated by MeSH (Medical Subject Headings; http://www.nlm.nih.gov/mesh/). As a controlled vocabulary thesaurus defined by the National Library of Medicine, the MeSH thesaurus includes a set of description terms organized in a hierarchical structure, where more general concepts appear at the top, and more specific concepts appear at the bottom. MeSH 2007 has totally 24 357 main headings, more than 164 000 supplementary concepts and over 90 000 entry terms.
In a general literature of natural language processing, recent studies show that information contained in terminologies and ontologies is very helpful as background knowledge to improve the performance of document clustering. For example, Hotho et al. (2003) used WordNet, a general ontology, to represent each document by a concept vector instead of a word vector and experimentally validated the performance of this strategy. Similar ideas have been already applied to clustering biomedical text documents. Yoo et al. (2007) used the MeSH thesaurus by modifying terms in a document into MeSH concepts and found that this strategy improved the clustering performance under various methods, such as k-means, bisecting k-means and suffix tree clustering. However, this manner of using the MeSH thesaurus might yield two serious limitations: (i) Automatically mapped MeSH concept vectors might not reflect the semantic information of the original document accurately. (ii) Important content information in the original text might be lost. Some other applications of the MeSH thesaurus were for clustering initialization (Yoo et al., 2006) and term reweighting (Zhang et al., 2007) , which have similar limitations. It would be also hard to make full use of the information of the MeSH thesaurus.
In this article, we relax the above limitations in an alternative view. Each document can be represented by two facets: one is the content facet, corresponding to a word vector, and the other is the semantic facet, for which we can use about 10-20 MeSH main headings per document, including around 3-5 'MajorTopics'. Thus, the similarity between two documents can be measured by either or both of the facets, since both are reasonable. However, we stress that all existing methods focused on only one facet of the document representation. Thus, we propose an approach of combining both the content and semantic similarities for enhancing MEDLINE document clustering. On the one hand, we can compute the content similarity as the cosine similarity between word vectors according to the vector space model. On the other hand, we compute a measure of semantic similarity between two MEDLINE documents by using their MeSH main headings and their similarities over the MeSH thesaurus, without mapping them into a common base vector, which was used in previous approaches (Yoo et al., 2006 (Yoo et al., , 2007 Zhang et al., 2007) . We combine the content and semantic similarities over documents, and then perform spectral clustering over the integrated similarity.
Our approach contains a lot of alternatives in similarity measures and parameters to be controlled, such as the one controlling the balance between the semantic and content similarities. In our experiments, we first generate various 100 datasets of MEDLINE documents with known classes labels (biological topics). We then conduct various experiments to examine the average clustering performance over all datasets by changing alternatives and parameter values. Finally, we present some interesting examples of resultant clusters with different setting of calculating similarity.
METHOD

Notation
The input of our method is the information on MeSH thesaurus and a set of documents D (={d 1 ,d 2 ,...,d |D| }) to be clustered. In MeSH thesaurus, each node corresponds to an MeSH tree number. For two nodes v and v , we use len (v,v ) to denote the length of the shortest path in MeSH thesaurus. The depth of a node v, dep(v), is the length of the path from the root to the node itself. The closest common ancestor of v and v is denoted as cca (v,v ) . We denote the set of all descendants of v by des (v) .
A MeSH main heading M can be mapped on one or more MeSH tree numbers, meaning that M can be a set of MeSH tree numbers, i.e. v ∈ M. 1 A document d, associated with a PubMed ID (PMID), corresponds to a MeSH indexing set S, which includes a set of MeSH main headings, i.e. M ∈ S. Table 1 illustrates an example of documents with MeSH indexing set containing a set of MeSH indexing terms (here, we only show MajorTopics). A MeSH indexing term consists of one main heading with one or more subheadings attached. For example, the first MeSH indexing set has four MeSH indexing terms, in which the first MeSH indexing term 'Alzheimer Disease/*genetics/metabolism' corresponds to three MeSH tree numbers. The first MeSH tree number is 'C10.228.140.380.100'. Note that these MeSH tree numbers correspond to the main heading tree codes only (e.g. Alzheimer Disease), regardless of the subheadings attached [genetics and metabolism for (a) and genetics and physiopathology for (b)].
Given a corpus C, let count(v) be the number of appearances of v in C, since v, a tree number, corresponds to a MeSH main heading M. We can then define p(v) as follows: p(v) = v ∈des(v) count(v )/N, where N is the total number of MeSH main heading that appear in C. Again as v corresponds to 
Overview
Our method can be divided into the following four steps:
(1) Compute the semantic similarity Sim
For simplicity, we denote the semantic similarity matrix by X with (i,j)-element X ij = Sim(S i ,S j ), andX ij be a normalized similarity of X ij , each element taking a value between zero and one.
(2) Compute the content similarity Sim
For simplicity, we denote the content similarity matrix by Y with (i,j)-element Y ij = Sim(w i ,w j ), andỸ ij be a normalized similarity of Y ij , each element taking a value between zero and one.
(3) Integrate the above two similarity matrices,X andỸ , into the total similarity matrix A for all pairs of documents in D.
(4) Perform clustering over A of D. Particularly, we use spectral clustering, a stable and recently widely accepted clustering scheme over an affinity (similarity) matrix.
Semantic similarity
To compute X ij of d i and d j , we take a step-by-step approach, meaning that the following similarities are computed successively, using the similarity computed in the preceding step:
(1) Similarity between two MeSH main headings, i.e. Sim(M,M ).
(2) Similarity between two MeSH indexing sets, i.e. Sim(S i ,S j ).
Similarity between two MeSH main headings
For given two MeSH main headings, we start with the simplest case where each has only one tree number, meaning that M ={v} and M ={v }, and Sim(M,M ) = Sim (v,v ) . We then consider the similarity between two nodes. Computing the similarity between two nodes in a semantic network is a general issue, having been widely discussed in natural language processing and related fields. We here focus on four popular similarity measures and describe them assuming that the semantic network is the MeSH thesaurus. The first two measures use the hierarchal structure only, while the latter two use both the structure and the given corpus.
(1) WP: conceptual similarity (Wu and Palmer, 1994 )-this measure utilizes the tree depth of given two nodes, comparing to that of their closest common ancestor:
(2) LC: normalized path length (Leacock and Chodorow, 1998 )-this measure is based on the ratio of the distance between two nodes to the size (or precisely two times the tree depth) of the entire MeSH tree:
Practically, the most distant MeSH node from the root in the MeSH is 'Cercopithecus aethiops', which is labeled by 'B01.150.900. 649.801.400.112.199.120.126 .110', meaning that max v * ∈MeSH dep(v * ) is 11. To avoid log(0), we add 1 to both the numerator and denominator. In addition, for scaling the similarity to take a value between 0 and 1, we normalize the similarity with −log(1/23). Thus, Equation (2) can be rewritten as:
log (23) (3) Lin: universal similarity measure (Lin, 1998 )-this measure is the same as Equation (1), except that the information content is used, instead of the tree depth:
(4) JC: combined approach (Jiang and Conrath, 1997)-we can compute the following distance function, which is similar to the reverse of Equation (3):
We then use an exponential function to transform the distance into a similarity with constant λ which adjusts the steepness of the exponential curve. A large λ will yield a high similarity value even for weakly related concepts.
Practically, in the MeSH thesaurus, there are 16 hierarchies, such as 'Anatomy' and 'Organisms and Diseases', which totally separate from each other. Thus, if two MeSH tree numbers, v and v belong to two different hierarchies, the similarity between them is set to zero.
We then consider a general case in which each MeSH main heading has one or multiple tree numbers. As shown in Table 1 , in reality, one MeSH main heading can have multiple MeSH tree numbers. To measure the semantic similarity between two given MeSH main headings, an intuitive and simple approach is to use the average over the similarity between all possible MeSH tree number pairs in the given MeSH main headings:
However, since each MeSH tree number of the MeSH main heading may belong to different MeSH hierarchies, the average similarity of all possible pairs is usually very small and can hardly reflect the relationship between two MeSH main headings. Alternatively, for each MeSH tree number v in M, we can use the maximum similarity between v and any MeSH tree number in M to represent its contribution to the similarity between M and M :
Here, we refer to this method as Average Maximum Match (AMM). Wang et al. (2007) used AMM to measure the semantic similarity between two genes, annotated by two sets of GO terms, and reported that the similarity obtained in this way is consistent with human perception.
Similarity between two MeSH indexing sets
Each MEDLINE document corresponds to an MeSH indexing set, containing a set of MeSH main headings. We can use AMM again to compute the semantic similarity between two MeSH indexing sets, i.e. two documents.
Sim(S,S )
An example of calculating semantic similarity between two MeSH Indexing Sets in Table 1 is illustrated in the Supplementary Material.
Content similarity
According to the well-established vector space model (Salton and McGill, 1983) , each document d i is represented by a real-valued word vector w i for which there are two well-used schemes: (i) tf, standing for 'term frequency', that simply weights each term by the frequency of occurrences in given documents, and (ii) tfidf, standing for 'tf × inverse document frequency', that each term is weighed by the product of the term frequency and the inverse of their frequency in the whole collection. We can then compute the content similarity between d i and d j by the cosine similarity of two vectors, w i and w j : Sim(w i ,w j ) = < w i ,w j >/|w i |·|w j |.
Integrated similarity
We first normalize the similarity score in X (and Y ) by using a popular normalization method, called SumNorm, whose effectiveness has been demonstrated in Metasearch (Montague and Aslam, 2001 ). The basic idea of SumNorm is to shift the minimum score to 0, and scale the sum of all scores to 1 in X (and Y ). We then combine the normalized matrixX andỸ linearly by using weight parameter ω:
You can easily see that A ij =X ij if ω = 0, and A ij =Ỹ ij if ω = 1. That is, only the semantic knowledge is used when ω = 0, while when ω = 1, we use only the content similarity, being the same as document clustering based on the vector space model. If ω = 0.5, two similarity matrices are equally combined since both similarity matrices are normalized. Finally, we rescale the maximum of the combined score to 1 to have the integrated similarity matrix A. In our experiments, we denote the results obtained under ω = 0,1 and 0.5 by ω 0 , ω 1 and ω 0.5 , respectively. We further denote the result under the ω which achieves the best performance by ω * .
Spectral clustering
We use spectral clustering for grouping documents over A, since it is a stable and well-accepted approach, having been validated by a lot of work (e.g. Ng et al., 2001) . We note that any clustering algorithm can be also used over A. Spectral clustering is applied to the data with a similarity matrix, which can be generally a graph, where an edge can be weighted by the similarity of two nodes connected by the edge. The basic idea of spectral clustering is to minimize the number of graph cuts (or inter-cluster edges), which corresponds to the sum of inter-cluster similarities. Given the similarity matrix A whose (i,j)-element is A ij , this is equal to minimize the following:
where Z is a cluster assignment matrix in which (i,j)-element Z ij is one if node i is in cluster j; otherwise zero, and L is usually the so-called graph Laplacian (L = D−A), where D is the diagonal matrix with its i-th diagonal element d ii is j A ij . Note that Z is the transpose of Z. Usually, we attach some constraint to avoid generating small clusters, i.e. outliers. By the constraint and spectral relaxation, the optimization of Equation (5) can be the eigenvalue computation of L, and the resultant eigen vectors are used for clustering. Thus, we can categorize spectral clustering methods by the constraint and by the algorithm: the multiway clustering or the recursive bipartitioning. The former algorithm directly divides the documents into K clusters, while the latter recursively splits documents into two clusters until K clusters are achieved. We use four well-known spectral clustering methods: Mcut (Meila and Shi, 2001) , NJW (Ng et al., 2001) , SM (Shi and Malik, 2000) and KVV (Kannan et al., 2004) . Regarding the constraint for Equation (5), Mcut and SM use the most popular normalized cut, which attempts to optimize Equation (5) under the constraint that Z DZ = I, where I is the identity matrix. NJW basically uses the same constraint, but precisely speaking, uses L = D −1/2 AD −1/2 , which means that the constraint is incorporated into Equation (5) beforehand. On the other hand, KVV uses L = A A, resulting in using the singular vectors of A. Algorithmically, Mcut and NJW use the multiway clustering algorithm, while SM and KVV use the recursive bipartitioning. According to Verma and Meila (2003a) , these algorithms basically behave similarly, especially in the block diagonal cases where the similarity between two documents in different clusters is 0.
EXPERIMENTS
Data
MEDLINE documents
We generate benchmark datasets from TREC genomics track 2005 (http://ir.ohsu.edu/genomics), which facilitates the performance comparison of different information retrieval systems for finding relevant biomedical documents. The TREC Genomics 2005 corpus has 4 591 008 documents (MEDLINE records from 1994 to 2003), and 50 topics proposed by biologists. These 50 topics simulate real information needs in the biomedical domain and were distributed as queries to all competing information retrieval systems. For each topic, 'relevant' documents were returned by different retrieval systems, and these documents were then pooled together for manually assessment by biologist. Finally, with respect to 50 topics, we obtain a set of 2525 reliable relevant documents.
We generate our dataset as follows: we first remove the topics having only nine or fewer documents, to avoid very small clusters, and further remove the documents that are relevant to more than one topic. We then obtain a base dataset of 2317 documents in 24 topics. For a robust comparison, we built 100 different datasets, which we call Genomics2005 collection by randomly selecting 3-12 topics out of this base dataset. We emphasize that the purpose of this study is clustering MEDLINE documents. We use Genomics2005 collection, because we have a particular known topic for each document in Genomics2005 collection and the clustering performance can be evaluated reliably by any external measure, such as normalized mutual information (NMI).
For each MEDLINE record, we use the three most informative fields: title, abstract and MeSH main heading, for clustering. We use some standard procedures in the preprocessing step, such as removing stop words, carrying out case folding and tokenizing the documents using the Porter's stemming algorithm. Similar to Zhong and Ghosh (2005) , we also remove any (stemmed) word that occurs in less than three documents. Table 2 summarizes the statistical characteristics of Genomics2005 collection. Each dataset in the collection is named by: 'T2005', the number of topics, and the order of the dataset. For example, 'T200512a' represents the first dataset with 12 topics. We can see that Genomics2005 collection varies significantly in some important characteristics: the number of documents in each dataset varies from 71 to 1469, the number of unique words from 570 to 3442, the average length of document from 132.8 to 165.1 and the Balance (which is the ratio of the minimum class size to the maximum class size) from 0.0211 to 0.6667. The great variety of Genomics2005 collection makes it a highly suitable platform for comparing the performance of different clustering methods. 
MeSH indexing set
Evaluation criteria
We can evaluate a clustering method by comparing predicted clusters with true classes of a dataset. We note that these classes are not provided during the clustering process. There are several wellknown external measures such as purity, average entropy, F-measure and mutual information. In a recent comparative study by Ghosh (2003) , mutual information was found as a superior measure to other criteria. Thus, we use NMI to evaluate the performance of clustering:
NMI = I(P;Q) H(P)·H(Q) ,
where P and Q are the predicted clusters and the correct class labels, respectively, I(P;Q) is the mutual information between P and Q, and H(P) and H(Q) are the entropy of P and Q, respectively. Furthermore, Zhong and Ghosh (2005) proposed a sample estimate to compute the NMI,
where n is the total number of documents in a dataset, n h is the number of documents in class h (standard), n l is the number of documents in cluster l (predicted) and n h,l is the number of documents in both class h and cluster l. The range of NMI is between zero and one, where zero means that the result is totally a random partitioning, and one means that the perfect partitioning is achieved.
Experimental procedures
The experiment is divided into two stages. In the first stage, we explore the parameters in the semantic similarity, i.e. four measures, WP, LC, Lin and JC, and Full and Slim for MeSH indexing set, and out of them, select the settings which give the best clustering performance. In the second stage, using the setting selected in the first stage, we create the integrated similarity matrix by combining the semantic and content similarity matrices according to the Equation (4). Finally, we examine the clustering performance of integrated similarity matrix with changing three parameter settings: (i) four types of spectral clustering algorithms, i.e. Mcut, NJW, SM or KVV, (ii) tf or tfidf for word vectors and (iii) ω, the weight between the semantic and content similarities. The four spectral clustering algorithms are included in a publicly available clustering software package developed by Verma and Meila (2003b) . We run this software with default parameters, specifying the number of clusters for each dataset using a priori knowledge, meaning that, for example, we run the software on a dataset, having K as the input class size if the number of classes of the dataset is actually K. Finally, we use the mean, SDs and the paired t-test to compare the performance of different parameter settings. For a comparison, we further include the clustering performance by using the 'PubMed Related Articles'(PRA) similarity, which is used to find related articles in PubMed (Lin and Wilbur, 2007) . This similarity is computed by comparing words from the title, abstract and MeSH using a word-weighted algorithm. By using the ELink utility in NCBI, we can retrieve the PRA similarity score between two related documents. Table 3 shows the average NMI over 100 datasets for different semantic measures under four different spectral clustering methods and two types of MeSH indexing set, i.e. Full or Slim. In this table, we examined five different λ (1, 2, 3, 4 and 5) for JC, to reduce the possible bias caused by a specific setting. For each spectral clustering algorithm and each type of MeSH indexing set, the highest NMI value is displayed in boldface. From the result, we can clearly see that JC outperforms all other measures significantly with any setting of λ. For example, for SM and Full, among the five λ settings, the worst NMI is 0.582 by λ = 5 , which is much higher than the best of other three measures, i.e. 0.525 by Lin. We further find that λ should be set to 2 or 3 that achieves the highest NMI in 7 out all 8 configurations. This result implies that the smooth exponential curve worked effectively for the similarity measure between MeSH nodes. As well we can easily see that Slim clearly outperforms Full in all cases. This result suggests that focusing on only the major topics of MeSH terms can reflect the semantics of each document rather than using all MeSH terms. We then used these two settings, i.e. JC for semantic similarity and Slim for MeSH indexing set, in the following experiments.
Results
Examining parameters in semantic similarities
Integrating two similarity matrices
We used JC with setting λ to 3, while setting λ to 2 obtained similar results (see the Supplement Material for details). We then generated a semantic similarity matrix under this setting and combined this with a content similarity matrix, according to Equation (4) with changing ω. Figure 1 shows the NMI obtained by changing ω with the interval of 0.1. In this figure, the results obtained by using tf and tfidf for word vectors correspond to (a) and (b), respectively. Figure 1a shows that integrating two similarity matrices outperforms the one using only one component in all four cases. For example, for SM, the NMI at ω = 0 is only around 0.77 and that at ω = 1 is just 0.81, while the NMI is improved to more than 0.85 when ω is between 0.3 and 0.9. Another finding is that SM achieves the best performance among the four methods through all values of ω. Figure 1b shows a similar result, in which integrating two similarities improves the NMI of using only one type of similarity. SM attains the best NMI among four spectral clustering algorithms, but the advantage of this case is slighter than that of (a). Another significant finding is that using tfidf (Fig. 1b) achieves a better performance than that of using tf (Fig. 1a) in all four algorithms, when two similarities are combined. These results are summarized in Table 4 , in which the average NMIs of ω 0 , ω 1 , ω 0.5 and ω * over 100 datasets and their SDs are shown with P-values of paired t-test between ω 0 (or ω 1 ) and ω 0.5 . NMI of ω 0.5 is highlighted with boldface, if it improves ω 0 and ω 1 , being statistically significant, meaning that P ≤ 0.05. We further added the highest NMI (by ω * ) and the corresponding ω for each case to the last column of this table. Again, we can easily see that combining two information successfully improves the performance by using only single information in all eight cases. Another finding from this table as well as the original figures is that the highest NMI is obtained by ω between 0.5 and 0.7, implying that content similarity is slightly more useful than semantic similarity. Table 5 shows the result of comparing ω 0.5 with that of the PRA similarity for four spectral clustering methods. For all four methods, ω 0.5 outperformed the PRA similarity, being statistically significant. This result further confirmed the validity of our strategy of integrating semantic and content similarities. The role of P53 in apoptosis 129 (C)
The role of Interferon-beta gene in viral entry into host cell 141 (D)
The role of Huntingtin mutations in Huntington's disease 146 (E)
The biological impact of presenilin-1 gene mutation in Alzheimer's disease
Mutual complements between semantic and content similarities
We already see that integrating both semantic and content similarities can enhance the clustering performance significantly, implying that using only the content (or the semantic) similarity is insufficient for clustering documents. To further confirm this empirical finding, we show a typical resultant example at the best parameter setting, i.e. SM, Slim and tfidf in the following: Table 6 shows five topics of T20055f: 117, 126, 129, 141 and 146 which are designated topic IDs in TREC Genomics 2005. For simplicity, we label them by A, B, C, D and E, respectively. Table 7 shows five clusters of each of PRA, ω 0 , ω 1 and ω 0.5 , and the five documents (PMID) with the highest (corresponding) similarities to other documents in each cluster of each of PRA, ω 0 , ω 1 and ω 0.5 . This means that these documents are the centroids and the representatives of each cluster, and the topic of these documents (in this table, the true topic of each document is attached in parenthesis) indicates that of the corresponding cluster. This table clearly shows 9422058 ( We further analyze the clusters obtained under ω 0.5 . Table 8 shows the title of the top document for each cluster of ω 0.5 , from which we can easily infer the topic of each cluster. In fact, the title of the top document of cluster 1 (labeled as A) is deeply related with the study of apolipoprotein E genotype in Alzheimer's disease, which is exactly the true topic of A. Similar results are obtained for other four clusters. See the Supplementary Material for more details of clustering results.
DISCUSSION
In our integration framework, there are a lot of choices on the measures and parameters: (i) four semantic similarities (WP, LC, Lin or JC), (ii) two types of MeSH indexing sets (Full or Slim), (iii) two types of word vectors (tf or tfidf ), (iv) four algorithms of spectral clustering (SM, Mcut, NJW or KVV) and (v) ω, weights between two similarities. One interesting finding was about the above second point. That is, the clustering performance of using full MeSH indexing set was clearly worse than that of using only the MajorTopics, implying that major MeSH main headings are significant for clustering, while minor ones are less useful. A more important finding was that from our thorough experiments on a wide variety of 100 datasets of MEDLINE documents, the best parameter setting, which was consistent with all situations, was JC, Slim, tfidf and SM, which achieved the maximum NMI of 0.927 under ω 0.5 , while those of ω 0 and ω 1 at the same setting were only 0.770 and 0.885, respectively. In addition, the NMI of using the PRA similarity by SM was only 0.846, which further justifies the strategy of integrating both content and semantic similarities for MEDLINE document clustering. Budanitsky and Hirst (2006) empirically compared the four different measures on the semantic similarity in detecting and correcting real-word spelling errors, and found that JC was the best, being consistent with our result. Some other studies have also been carried out to utilize semantic similarity in biomedical domains, such as SNOMED-CT (Pedersen et al., 2007) , GO (Lord et al., 2003; Wang et al., 2007) and MeSH (Névéol et al., 2006) . Among them, the work by Névéol et al. is especially interesting to us, since they showed a similar way to calculate MeSH semantic similarity in a straightforward manner, by using Lin only. We emphasize that we checked the most well-accepted four measures of node similarities including Lin, and found that JC was the best among them through different clustering settings. In addition, their purpose is for evaluating the performance of an automatic MEDLINE indexing tool, MTI (Medical Text Indexer), whereas our proposed method is for document clustering by considering both semantic and content information.
CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
Biomedical documents in MEDLINE have a unique feature of being annotated by MeSH main headings according to the MeSH thesaurus. However, most existing methods on clustering biomedical documents have not used the rich information in the MeSH thesaurus, or they simply map the text into the MeSH main headings without keeping the original text. We have proposed a method for integrating both the semantic information embedded in the MeSH thesaurus and the content information of texts for enhancing the performance of the document clustering. The experimental results demonstrate that integrating the semantic and content similarities outperform using only one type of similarity, being statistically significant. In the future, we might be able to develop new MeSH semantic similarity measures to improve the clustering performance of our method. Another possible future work is to incorporate
